
Novatwist is the latest solution in top-of-the-line closures for the wine market. Produced in 
France, Novatwist are fully recyclable, easy-to-use both for the consumer and winemaker, 
and are the best invention since the original screwcap.

For samples and small bottling runs…

• Just push-on and tighten for a great tamper-proof seal.
• Sturdy design prevents any external damage to cap.
• Ideal for samples and small production runs.
• Stock available ex our warehouse. Please enquire.
• Choice of two carton sizes – 250 or 1000 capsules.
•	Produced	in	accordance	with	ISO	9001:2000	and	certified	by	

FDA and BRC.

For commercial bottlings…

Novatwist can now be applied with bottling lines. Many colour 
options to choose from. Add your own personalized logo and 
graphics with a minimum purchase of just 30,000 capsules. 
Great for both small and large wineries, we are offering very 
competitive pricing, please enquire for more details.

Novatwist
Box of 250, Box of 1000

Novatwist PUSH-ON  
SCREW CAPS
Innovative, Recyclable

Advantages for Winemakers
• The capsule is a torque on closure, allowing a consistent 

bottling process.
• The concept makes it possible to stack cases and pallets 

without damage to the seal.
•	Ease	of	opening	is	assured	by	a	defined,	constant	opening	

torque.
• Recyclability is maximised. Separation of the capsule from 

the bottle is not necessary.
• Colour and printing options are extensive, along the long 

skirt to be personalised and creates continuity with the 
neck and hides the screw lines around the top of the bottle. 

• Different barrier liners (saranex, tin or EVOH) contribute 
to the sealing properties. This combined with the use of 
neutral materials assures product stability and absence of 
flavour	transfer.

Advantages for Consumers
• Pleasant and easy to use, Novatwist opens and recloses very 

simply. No tools required to open your wine at a moment’s 
notice.

• Novatwist gives an elegant and artistic touch to a bottle 
of wine. The long skirt can be personalized and creates 
continuity with the bottle neck. This also hides the screw 
lines around the top of the bottle.

• Tamper-evidence is apparent to the consumer once the 
bottle	is	opened.	Risk	of	cutting	fingers	on	rough	metal	is	
eliminated.

• Excellent re-seal is assured due to the internal, damage-free 
screw thread.

• Recycle with ease – no separation of cap from bottle 
required.

The	screw	cap	is	designed	for	a	BVS	30H60	neck	finish	 
(30mm D. 60mm H). Some imported bottles have a different 
diameter and thread height.

The caps can be applied by hand or using a portable drill with a 
torque clutch and/or a custom built capper.

Specifications

Applying The Screwcaps

2.	Hold	the	bottle	firmly	and	screw	the	capsule	down	until	
you	meet	the	first	point	of	resistance.		There	is	no	need	
to over-tighten!

3. If the cap is too tight (Fig. 4), the edge is forced over the 
glass rim and will jump the threads and leak.
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1. Push cap all the way down onto the bottle, you will feel 
the internal lugs slide over the thread and stop on the 
rim (a slight click can be heard when you reach the end 
point).  An obvious bulge appears on the side of the cap.
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